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Gear almost everything in the Dark Souls franchise, and with more than 50 weapons available in the game - easily the most in the trilogy - the decision on which weapon to invest your time wielding and upgrading is perhaps as difficult as fighting every monster in the game. Even with the best gear, it's still hard to stay alive in this game, thanks to the software. Below, in a certain order, we've assembled some of the best weapons that
Dark Souls 3 has to offer. 10. Uchigatana near the Firelink Sanctuary, the place you get during the first hour of the game, is the Sword Master. Now, it's a relatively strong enemy to kill, but it's well worth the effort because it drops one of the best weapons in the game - Uchigatana. You might not think much of Uchigatana at first. After all, this is the first Katana available to players in the game. However, it is a powerful weapon that can
see you through your journey after a few updates. Its high base damage, combined with fast swings and ability parried in strong punches, makes it an invaluable weapon to have. Not only that, but Uchigatana can inflict bleeding damage on enemies after hitting enough times, which is a pretty useful mechanic to have against other players in PVP. Also, you have to admit Uchigatana is a pretty awesome looking weapon to own. 9.
Sellsword Twinblades Other is a pretty basic weapon which, you'd be surprised, can be really very valuable in later portions of the game. Stat-wise, Sellsword Twinblades are not the best. There's still a reason why they are the starting weapon for the mercenary class after all. However, what most players tend to overlook is the fact that Sellsword Twinblades have high damage, with agility that can scale up to a B-class, as well as the
ability to perform combos that can keep any enemy on their back throughout the game. For robbers and thieves, there are very few weapons that we could recommend more than Sellsword Twinblades. To get your own pair of Sellsword Twinblades, you can find one in the road of sacrifice around the castle walls, just past the Black Knight. 8. Rapier Crystal Sage If you are going to a magic oriented build, there are very few weapons in
Dark Souls 3 that are better than the Rapier Crystal Sage. Although without infusion, Rapier Crystal Sage has a 50 Point Discovery attribute bonus, making it easier for you to farm rare items. But, more importantly, it comes with high intelligence statistics from the start. In fact, it is one of the very few weapons in the game with such a high stat without any infusions, making it an excellent weapon for pyromaniac and sorcerers alike. As
the icing on the proverbial cake, Crystal Sage Rapier is, well, rapiers, and with updates, has the same attack rate and damage as other types of rapiers. You Get it by trading the soul boss for a win over Crystal Sage boss on the road Make sure you have a transposing oven first, which you can get from the curse of rotten Greatwood. 7. Arstor's spear At first glance, Arstor's Spear will not strike you as a issued weapon. In fact, it looks
just like any other pike in Dark Souls 3, which the game has dozens. But, upon further inspection, Arstor's Spear is actually one of the best weapons in the game, and not just in its weapons class. With a decent set move, the ability to poison enemies on impact and a B rating in Dexterity once upgraded to 5 pounds, Arstor's Spear becomes a devastating, long-lasting, high-damage spear that can be used to poke enemies from a safe
distance. To get Arstor's spear, you can exchange it using the Rotten Great Tree Soul and 1000 souls. 6. Dark sword once again, another humble weapon that can become a weapon of total destruction in the right hands - and with the right infusion. Pretty easy farm from the Darkwraiths found in Farron's Kept, the Dark Sword can be imbued with almost anything, and can also use Stomp weapon art, allowing it to deal a lot of pain to
whoever you point his blade at. An extremely versatile weapon that can see you from start to finish, the Dark Sword is especially great for strength builds as it scales up to force when applied with a heavy gemstone and upgraded to 10 pounds. However, it can also be a potential weapon of choice for sorcerers who want to go into melee from time to time, as the Dark Sword can also be imbued with Crystal Gem to get S zooming in for
exploration. 5. Butcher Knife Next on the list of the strongest or best Dark Souls 3 Weapons Butcher Knife. Don't let the name fool you - it's not your typical butcher knife, it's a big axe-type weapon designed to help you split and chop even the toughest enemies. The perfect murder weapon with a suitable name that also allows you to get back a portion of your health after landing a successful hit, Butcher Knife and its excellent move
set is one of the best weapons you can pick up for a strength build character. You can pick up a Butcher knife named NPC that will ambush you by sizzing along the optional path after the first drop in the road of sacrifices. 4. Fume Ultra Greatsword In Dark Souls 3, the most amazing looking weapons very rarely make for the best weapons to own. They are good and some of the weapons that made it to our list are admittedly very sick
to watch, but they are not really what you would call the best, in terms of aesthetics. Consider Fume Ultra Greatsword as one of the few exceptions. Although Ultra Greatsword has since received nerf, it remains one of the most powerful weapons - and the most intimidating weapon - in the game, giving you the ability to reel and push back even enemies that hide behind shields. Own your own Fume Ultra Greatsword, just head over to
the smoldering lake and take down the Tsorig Fighter Knight. 3. Deep axe axe To confuse the Deep Battle Axe as the same battle axe that the warrior class begins with. Although they are both technically the same, this version was imbued with Deep Gem allowing it to deal with the Dark Damage. Deep Battle Axe also comes with a skill that allows you to stun nearby enemies while polishing an attack. Deep Battle Axe isn't a particularly
good weapon of late games as it tends to go out to class by this point, but until then, there are very few weapons that are as good as it is, especially when you consider how easy it is to get. You can get a Deep Battle Axe after defeating Mimik just below the dragon on Lotrick's high wall. 2. Tsveichaller Tsweihaler will probably be the first introduction most players will get when it comes to owning Ultra Greatswords and it will probably
be hard not to fall in love with this heavy sword kick after first getting a taste of what he can do. Incontrovertible and buffy, tsweiander may be what you consider entry-level, but after repeated updates, it becomes one of the best weapons in the game, even compared to the rarest weapon in its class. To get zweihender, find Grayrat in the settlement of The Undead and ask him to return to the Firelink Sanctuary. After that, give it to
Lorreta's bone and you can buy tsweiander from him for a small price of a 6K shower. 1. Claymore Claymore is a fan favorite for a good reason, and it's not just because it's used in many advertising art for the game. Rather, it's because although it's pretty much a starting level weapon, it scales well enough with upgrades and over-powers, so you can make it suitable for any type of style of play you prefer. Paired with a passable
stroke set and versatility as a double sword, and a high-speed weapon when used in one hand, Claymore is a powerful weapon for those looking for something basic that they can use to play through the game from start to finish. Get your own Claymore in the far left corner of the top platform over on the high wall of Lotrick, right around the area where you can see the Dragon Breathing Fire. In a nutshell, keep in mind that dark Souls 3
doesn't have what you usually call the weapon of the end of the game. The stats of each weapon have been carefully normalized, so that they are all equal, give or take, especially when you take into account updates, and infusions. What is perhaps more important than choosing a weapon is choosing the type of weapon and sticking to it, as well as building your character properly so you don't end up seeing YOU DEAD prompt much
more often than your sanity might take. Hopefully this list of the best Dark Souls 3 weapons have been helpful to you guys. The best weapon of any type. Page 2 11 comments In addition to the most hardcore players, the choice of equipment will greatly affect your experience of Dark Souls 3. Fortunately, the game gives us a lot of gear to and match according to our preferences. These options are ultimately combined with the
distribution of stat, stat, buffs, and weapons upgrades to form what we would call builds. Many players will choose a melee style of play to defeat their enemies by wielding swords, spears, axes, and more. While you can reasonably use any number of weapons to complete the game, there are some choices that just stand on the yope above the rest. In this article I will focus on what I think are the best choice for players who want to get
down and dirty in melee. The weapons seen here tend to work well in one or more of the following areas: solo/cooperative games against AI and bosses (PvE), player vs. player wrestling (PvP), or a combination of both. Now here's my list of the best weapons you want git gud playing Dark Souls 3. NOTE: Some of the listed weapons require Soul Transposition, which you access via Ludleth at Firelink Sanctuary. To get this option you
need to purchase Transposing Kiln by defeating the Curse-Rotted Greatwood optional boss in the undead settlement. 15. Farron Greatsword How to Get: Craft Through the Soul Transposition with the soul of the blood wolf that you get after defeating the Abyss of Observers. This unique ultra great sword comes in the form of a dagger and a large sword pair. It has one of the most aesthetically pleasing swings with combos that allow
you to flip and twirl between swings. Farron Greatsword works best with quality builds (which highlight 40 points in both strength and dexterity), although it performs well enough with pure Dexterity builds too. For PvE, its exaggerated radical attacks allow you to take on multiple enemies with ease. However, the moveset often leaves you vulnerable to parryings in PvP, making it a relatively lackluster option. 14. Dark Sword Getting
There: Fell on Darkwraiths, which you can easily find on the high wall of Lotrick and Farron Store. Next we have a straight sword that swings and hits like a big word. This weapon is known to have overpowered on the release of the game, but has since received adjustments. Even with these changes, the Dark Sword is still powerful in both PvE and PvP. It works best with a heavy infusion for strength builds, but also works well with an
exquisite infusion for quality builds. 13. Black Knight Greataxe Getting there: Fell on black knights wielding Greataxe. A fantastic choice for PvE, The Black Knight Greataxe has high damage, a wide range, and a diverse set of moves. It works best with exquisite infusions on quality builds because of its durability and Dexterity scaling. On top of that, his weapon of art (Warcry) gives you another 10% increase in damage for even more
pain! Like other Black Knight weapons, it also inflicts a 20% damage to demons, which is very nice. 12. Estoc How to Get: Characters that start out as an Assassin class automatically get Estoc. Others may buy it for 3,000 souls from Greyrat to Firelink Sanctuary after him from his cell in The High Wall of Lotrick. A great choice for a sword and a board, that is, a sword and shield fight. Of all the direct swords, swords, Estoc boasts the
best attacks and high damage power. In PvP, its fast set of moves is combined with deceptively long range to make you a truly scary opponent. For best results, infuse either Sharp or Exquisite Gem, for Dexterity or build quality respectively. 11. Moonlight Greatsword How to Get: Created through Soul Transposition using the soul consumed by Oceiros and 10,000 souls. You will need to defeat the Oceiros, the Consumed King first. A
great word for intelligence builds. Characters should have enough strength to comfortably own it, but for the best results make sure to pump that intelligence. The Greatsword Moonlight cannot be infused or polished, although this weapon already does split physical and magical damage. With enough practice you can even weave your weapon art skill with a normal swing to splash your damage out. 10. Long Sword How to Get:
Characters that start as a class knight automatically get these weapons. Others can get it as a drop from Hollow Soldiers on the high wall of Lotrick, or you can purchase it from Greirat for 1000 showers. From start to finish, the Long Sword can last you through most of any PvE and PvP situations. Best used with a shield, it has a good attack range and a quick set of moves that allows you to dodge and weave between hits. The
versatility of Long Sword allows it to work well with many assemblies, although exquisite infusion will make the most of its basic statistics. I personally start my characters with a long sword whenever I can. And I only turn it off in favor of another sword and board weapon. 9. Fume Ultra Greatsword Getting there: Knight-dropped Slayer Tsorig, located under a smoldering lake. Slow and steady wins the race. This is the story of this
weapon that has the honor of being the heaviest ultra great word in the game. Each swing boasts tremendous power and range, and it has an attack thrust that doubles as a knockdown for smaller enemies. It even allows you to block passable results even without a shield. Unsurprisingly, the Fume Ultra Greatsword works best with sheer build strength (although it may not be imbued). 8. The Great Machete of Iorma Getting there:
Created through the Position of the Soul, using the Soul of the Giant Ionm, acquired after the victory over the Giant of Giorma. Big daddy big daddy arms! The Large Machete Iorma has the highest damage of all the great hammers and greataxes. What makes it so big compared to other heavy arms is that it has an obscenely large hitbox on top of a relatively fast swing speed, despite its size. The Big Machete Iorma makes a
monstrous choice in both PvP and PvE. It is almost a must have for any force oriented build. 7. Sellsword Twinblades How to Get: Mercenary Class Sellsword Twinblades as a starting weapon. For everyone else, above his head halfway the fortress is a bonfire on the road of sacrifice; Twinblades will be in the corridor past the Black Knight at the entrance to the hold. These blades combine quick beats with a liquid set, making them
their of the best weapons for pure Dexterity to build. Make sure to infuse it with Sharp for better results so you can just chop and dice your way through any PvE content. The short range may prove unprofitable in PvP, but you can still shred opponents with a careful understanding of your hitbox and the timing of your evasion accurately. 6. Profaned Greatsword How to Get: After the victory over the pontiff Sulyvahn, created through the
Soul Transposition using the soul of the pontiff Sulyvahn and 3000 souls. Profaned Greatsword is my personal favorite for both PvE and PvP. It hits super hard and has a moveset that combo very nicely with Dodge rolls and thrust attacks. Unfortunately, you can't positively or fill this weapon, but its weapon art Profaned Flame compensates for this by giving it significant fire damage to a positive effect within a minute or so. Profaned
Greatsword reaches peak damage levels with build quality, although it can still perform fine with sheer strength builds too. 5. Ringed Knight in a pair of Greatswords Getting there: In the Ring city of DLC, defeat the Ring Knight near the cathedral. What could be better than one great word? Two great words! Ring Knight Paired Greatswords are known to be effective in PvP, especially against those who have no experience with the
couple in the moveset. Potential users are strongly advised to stack enough poise to keep the reel chain going, although many non-big matchups will already be in your favor. Understanding the range of hit and windows for opponents to dodge your attacks will be crucial to the effective use of these swords. 4. Claymore Getting there: Found on the high wall of Lotrick, on a plateau with a sitting fire-breathing dragon. It also fell on
enemies wielding claymores in the Irithyll Boreal Valley. Claymore is a versatile weapon that works with strength, agility, and quality builds-just make sure to fill it with the right gem. Of all the great words I would say it probably gives the most balanced combination of range, damage and speed, along with a large set of moves. In PvP his thrust attacks make him powerful for wearing down the enemy and dodging. Claymore also swings
fast enough for a great word while potentially staggering enemies, making it an excellent choice for most PvE content. 3. Astor's Greatsword How to Get: Loot it from a corpse in a cemetery near a cleaning chapel in the Cathedral of the Deep Region. Astora Greatsword has the title of easy ultra great word in the game, which essentially gives its users more flexibility in the distribution of attributes and equipment selection. In combat,
expect lower endurance consumption compared to other ultra great words, benefiting from equally long coverage. It works best with Sharp Infusion for Dexterity builds, although the quality build can still get a lot of mileage from infusion of this weapon with Exquisite. In PvP its charge of weapon art can be a source of devastating damage, so use it whenever you can. 2. Hollowslayer Greatsword How to Get: After Defeating the Curse-
Rotted Curse-Rotted created through the Position of the Soul with the Soul of the Rotten Great Wood and 1000 souls. Hollowslayer is a personal favorite in the greatsword category. It inflicts an extra 20% damage on hollowed out enemies, which makes it particularly fantastic in PvE, as most of the creatures in the game are, in fact, hollow. This weapon works great with quality builds and is arguably the best big sword for it. However,
pure strength and agility builds will have better options earlier on this list (like weapons right above that). Because of his surprisingly fast moveset, players can comfortably own his 1-handed shield for some extra defense, or just go 2-handed for maximum damage; The former setup can be very powerful in PvP. 1. Lotrick Knight Sword Getting there: Fallen Lotre Knights found in the High Wall of Lotrick, The Great Archive, and Lotrick
Castle. This is my weapon of choice for most of my Dark Souls 3 experience (and my go-to replacement long sword). Lothric Knight Sword has been a reliable choice since the first release of the game, and for good reason. It has great scaling for Sharp, Refined, and even Blessed Infusion, although it marginally performs best with pure Dexterity builds. In combat, lothric Knight Sword's Traction Attack gives it longer coverage than
other weapons in the category. The sword and board is a typical load for it, although you'll have some choice here. Moveset encourages a quick attack, calculated style of play to wear down opponents. Although some may go with the option of getting a bit more reckless while wielding it two-handed. The icing on the cake: it even has an above-average critical modifier. Overall, Lothric Knight Sword is a fast, powerful and versatile
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